Objective: We hypothesize that mechanisms associated with extended reproductive age may overlap with mechanisms for the selection of genetic variants that slow aging and decrease risk for age-related diseases. Therefore, the goal of this analysis is to search for genetic variants associated with delayed age of menopause (AOM) among women in a study of familial longevity.
N atural menopause occurs with a sharp decline in ovarian production of estradiol and progesterone resulting in the cessation of ovarian follicle formation, menstruation, and the ability to bear children. 1 The age of menopause (AOM) is usually clinically defined as 1 year after the final menstruation and is on average, about 51 years. 2 Menopause seems to be under tight genetic control 3 with numerous known genetic associations for both premature AOM (premature ovarian failure) 1, 3, 4 and normal AOM. 1, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] There are also conditions and exposures associated with earlier AOM, including smoking, [13] [14] [15] chemotherapy, and elevated body mass index. 16, 17 Menopause is practically unique to humans, with notable exceptions being two species of toothed whale (resident killer whale and short-finned pilot whale), which, like human females, have the potential to live for a prolonged period of time beyond AOM. 18 An evolutionary mechanism for the selection of genetic variants that cause menopause in humans is posited by the adaptive theory of menopause and is based upon the fact that at some age and thereafter, a mother's increasing frailty with increasing age is associated with greater and greater childbirth-associated mortality risk. 19, 20 Female mammals other than humans have straight birth canals and as a result negligible mortality risk is associated with the act of bearing young. When humans evolved an upright bipedal posture, the female birth canal, however, became the shape of a question mark making it much more difficult for the young to exit the uterus. Successfully traversing the human birth canal was made all the more difficult with the increasing size of the baby's brain and cranium. The result was higher mortality risk to both mother and child when the mother was too frail to successfully expel her newborn. Thus, the adaptive theory of menopause posits that genetic mutations were evolutionarily selected to induce menopause before such aging-associated frailty led to the mother's death and, as a result, also the deaths of any existing infants that depended upon her for survival.
From an evolutionary advantage point of view though, it would also make sense to delay menopause as long as possible when the mother is still strong enough to bear children, so that she has more time to bear children and therefore have more of them. Having more children that she is able to raise to reproductive age translates into a greater opportunity to pass down one's genes to the next generation, evolution's ultimate goal. Such a delay in menopause could result from the selection for genetic variants that contribute to slower aging and decreased risk for aging-related diseases that adversely impact upon fertility and fecundity. In what can be called the ''delayed menopause selection theory'' of longevity-associated genes, Perls and Fretts posited that such genes also allow for women to live well beyond the age of reproduction to raise their children and perhaps, consistent with Kristen Hawke's ''grandparent hypothesis,'' their grandchildren, to reproductive age. 19, 21 They posited that the by-product of some optimal combination of these and perhaps other genetic variations could enable some people to survive to the oldest ages that we observe in humans, 50 or more years beyond menopause.
Consistent with the delayed menopause selection theory, Perls, Fretts and colleagues found that women who were able to have children beyond the age of 40 years were 4 times more likely than average women from the same birth cohort, of living to 100 years or older, and those who had children at age 35 or older were 1.5 times more likely to live to 100 years or older. 22 The Long Life Family Study (LLFS) also found an association between a woman's age when she had her last child and survival to older age. 23 Although previous genetic studies have sought to discover genetic variants associated with AOM in normally aging populations, or in premature menopause, our current analysis aims to discover additional genetic variants that are associated with AOM in women with familial longevity. It is encouraging that some genetic studies of AOM have noted associations with genes that have also been implicated in slower aging such as DNA repair and immune function genes. 1, 8 In this study of LLFS participants, a cohort of families that demonstrate unusual clustering for survival to very older ages, combined with Health and Retirement Study (HRS) participants, we performed a meta-analysis for genetic variants associated with AOM in individuals who ultimately live to a very older age. We then relied upon Framingham Heart Study (FHS) data as a replication set.
METHODS

Discovery cohorts
The LLFS is a family based study of longevity and healthy aging in 539 families and 4,953 family members recruited from the United States and Denmark during 2006 to 2009. The study includes two generations, comprising probands and their siblings, their offspring and spouses. Details of the study design and phenotypic measures are described in Sebastiani et al 24 and Newman et al. 25 In the LLFS, AOM was defined as self-reported age at natural menopause between the ages of 40 and 60 years 11 , with no history of estrogen use or hysterectomy. AOM was censored at age of hysterectomy or estrogen use if hysterectomy or estrogen use occurred before menopause. If information was not available for menopause, hysterectomy, or estrogen use, maternal age at birth of her last child was used as a conservative proxy for AOM.
The HRS is a study of healthy agers that includes 10,468 participants, and 87 individuals who survived to the oldest one percentile of their birth year cohort. 26 In the HRS, AOM was defined in the same manner as above, age at last period. For 205 participants there was no information on the age they began taking estrogen and so these individuals were excluded from the analysis. For participants reporting discordant AOM's at two different survey years, we selected the earlier response. AOM was censored at age of hysterectomy if hysterectomy occurred before menopause. AOM of women without menopause or hysterectomy was censored at age of the survey administration year.
Replication cohort
The FHS is an ongoing family based longitudinal study initiated in 1948 to identify risk factors of cardiovascular disease. 27 The study consists of three cohorts. The original cohort consisted of 5,209 participants aged between 28 and 62 years old. Participants were then examined every 2 years since 1948 for a total of up to 32 examinations. The offspring cohort, recruited in 1971, consisted of 5,124 offspring of the original cohort and their spouses and they have been examined every 4 to 8 years. 28 The third generation, recruited in 2002, consists of 4,095 children of offspring aged between 19 to 72 years old. 29 In the FHS, AOM was defined as selfreported age at natural menopause between the ages of 40 and 60 years. AOM was censored at age of hysterectomy if hysterectomy occurred before menopause, or age at examination where the individual reported estrogen use if estrogen use occurred before menopause.
Genotyped and imputed data
The LLFS DNA samples were genotyped using the Illumina Omni 2.5 or 2.5 million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) array. The details of the genotype data and quality controls are described in Bae et al. 30 Genome-wide genotype data were imputed to the 1,000 Genomes Haplotype Phase I integrated variant set release (in NCBI build 37 coordinates) as the reference panel using IMPUTE2. 31 Imputation was preceded by prephasing with the ShapeIT BAE ET AL program. 32 Only SNPs with an imputation quality score >0.9 were retained, and there were approximately 7.5 million SNPs available for analysis. All participants provided informed consent. Phenotype and genetic data are available via dbGaP (dbGaP Study Accession: phs000397.v1.p1).
The HRS genotype and imputed data (from the 1000 Genomes Project) were downloaded from dbGaP (accession number: phs000428.v1.p1). Imputed SNPs with quality score R 2 >0.7 were used in the analysis. There were approximately 15 million variants that include both genotyped and imputed SNPs.
FHS genotype and imputed data: FHS DNA samples were genotyped using the Affymetrix GeneChip Human Mapping 500K array set and the 50K supplemental array set focused on coding SNPs and SNPs tagging protein-coding genes (Santa Clara, CA). Samples with call rate <97% (n ¼ 767), per participant heterozygosity > AE 5 SDs from the mean (n ¼ 24) or excessive Mendelian errors (N ¼ 2) were removed. From a total of 546,344 genotyped autosomal and X chromosome SNPs, 412,049 SNPs that satisfied Hardy-Weinberg P ! 1e-6, MAF ! 0.01, Mendelian errors <1,000 and mapped to GRCh37 were used to impute to the Haplotype Reference Consortium release 1.1 reference panel.
Statistical analysis
Genome-wide principal components of the LLFS data were computed with Eigensoft V.5.4
33 using approximately 80,000 common, independent SNPs as described in Sebastiani et al. 34 We also independently calculated genome-wide principal components in the HRS using the genome-wide genotype data available from dbGaP. Based on the computed principal components, we excluded participants with non-European ancestry to avoid population stratification. The association between each SNP and AOM was tested using a Cox proportional hazards model with a robust variance estimate to account for within-familial relations and an additive genetic effect. The same analysis was performed for SNPs on chromosome X given that all participants were females. The models were adjusted for four genome-wide principal components. SNPs with genotype counts of 2 or less and minor allele frequency (MAF) <5% were filtered out. Standard estimates of log-hazard ratios and standard errors from the Cox regression in each study (LLFS and HRS) were metaanalyzed using fixed effect meta-analysis with inverse variance weighting implemented in METAL. 35 The genome wide level of significance was defined as 5 Â 10 À8 . SNPs with P<10 À4 in the meta-analysis were sought for replication in the FHS. We defined replication as SNPs having P <0.05 in the replication cohort with direction of effects consistent with those observed in the discovery set. In addition, we tested for replication of the top SNPs with publicly available data from Day et al 11 (ReproGen consortium, http://www.reprogen.org/ data_download.html). Significant expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) were identified using the GTEx portal. 36 
RESULTS
Characteristics of each cohort are summarized in Table 1 . There were 1,286 (mean AOM: 50.9 y) and 3,151 (mean AOM: 50.6 y) participants whose AOM were available in the LLFS and HRS, respectively. A total of 1,108 and 2,066 participants were censored in the LLFS and HRS. In the replication cohort (FHS), there were 2,101 events and 981 censored participants.
The QQ-plots and Manhattan plots of the individual GWASs from the LLFS and HRS are shown in Supplementary Figures S1 and S2, http://links.lww.com/MENO/A421. In the meta-analysis, only SNP rs16991615 reached genome-wide significance (HR ¼ 0.74, P ¼ 6.99 Â 10 À12 ), this is a previously published variant that reached genome-wide significance with consistent effect in a GWAS of AOM published by Day et al. 11 In addition, three SNPs reached P ¼ 5 Â 10 À7 , 19 SNPs reached P ¼ 5 Â 10 À6 , 329 reached P ¼ 5 Â 10 À5 and 576 reached P ¼ 10 À4 . As the sample size in our study is substantially smaller than the $70,000 used in Day et al, 11 we investigated the set of 576 SNPs for additional replication.
The results of the top 576 SNPs and their results in the individual GWASs are summarized in Supplementary  Table S1 , http://links.lww.com/MENO/A422. These 576 SNPs correspond to 121 loci and include variants associated with higher risk for, and therefore earlier AOM and variants associated with reduced risk for, and hence delayed AOM. Nineteen of the 576 SNPs showed consistent effects and reached genome-wide statistical significance in the GWAS of AOM published by Day et al 11 (Table 2 ). An additional 14 SNPs reached nominal level of significance (P<0.05) in Day et al. 11 The minor alleles of 13 of these 33 SNPs in Table 2 were associated with delayed AOM, whereas the remaining SNPs were associated with earlier AOM.
Annotation and replication
Thirty-five SNPs representing 10 loci among the top 576 SNPs of the discovery meta-analysis replicated in the FHS with the same genetic effect using the same survival regression model and nominal level of significance (Table 3) . Of these 35 SNPs, 5 SNPs at 3 loci (rs16991615: MCM8, rs1172822: BRSK1, rs11668309 and rs2384687: TMEM224, rs352943: ZNF346) are variants that reached genome-wide significance in the GWAS of AOM published by Day et al.
11
The nine previously unreported variants that replicated in the FHS include rs114298934, located between genes FHL2 and NCK2, rs13196892, located between genes TXNDC5 and MUTED, rs3094005 in MICB, rs9447453 in COL12A1, rs6467223 in TNPO3, rs9666274 and rs10766593 in NAV2, rs7281846 in HSPA13 and rs72774935 located between genes SSBP2 and ATG10. The coded alleles of rs3094005, rs9447453, rs114298934, and rs72774935 are uncommon in the population and are associated with earlier AOM. The additional previously unreported variant rs13196892 is an uncommon variant and its coded allele is associated with delayed AOM. The coded alleles of rs9666274, rs10766593, and rs7281846 are associated with earlier AOM, whereas the coded allele of rs6467223 is associated with delayed AOM. Functional annotation with expression data using the GTEX database 36 shows that rs3094005 is a significant eQTL of MICB in 25 different tissue types ( Fig. 1 ) and in most of these tissues, the T allele, associated with increased risk for earlier AOM, increases the expression levels of MICB. SNP rs6467223 is a significant eQTL of IRF5 in 19 different tissue types, and in most tissues, the A allele, associated with delayed AOM, increases the expression levels of IRF5. SNP rs13196892 is also a significant eQTL for TXNDC5 in the esophagus. None of the remaining SNPs (rs9447453, rs72774935, rs9666274, rs10766593, rs7281846, rs114298934) seemed to be significant eQTLs based on GTEX data. The list of 576 SNPs that reached a significance level <10 À4 includes 186 SNPs in the region between HTR1B and IRAK1BP1 in the locus on chromosome 6 that is adjacent to COL12A1, but the regional plot in Figure 2 suggests these two signals are independent. An additional result of interest in the list of suggestive associations is the cluster of SNPs in the INSIG1 gene in chromosome 7. Figure 3 presents a regional association plot on chromosome 7 from $154.8 to 155.2 Mb that shows enrichment of variants near INSIG1 that correspond with two independent loci. One locus includes a group of less common SNPs (top SNP: rs141214584) and the uncommon allele C of rs141214584 is associated with a Beta ¼ log-transformed hazard ratio for age of menopause of one copy of the coded allele relative to the noncoded allele. b Beta_LR ¼ genetic effect on age of menopause of one copy of the coded allele. Note that higher risk for menopause in the survival analysis (beta >0) corresponds to earlier age of menopause (beta_LR <0).
c SNPs with a are also in Table 3 .
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increased risk for menopause (P ¼ 6.49E-06) and hence earlier AOM, whereas a second group of more common SNPs (rs36196777 and rs6422756) is associated with later menopause.
DISCUSSION Summary
We examined the associations of genetic variants with AOM in participants of two studies enriched for healthy agers. Meta-analysis of the two cohorts identified a genome-wide significant variant, which was previously known to be associated with delayed AOM. Several top SNPs in our analysis, although not genome-wide significant, replicated in the GWAS of AOM published by Day et el. 11 Moreover, we identified SNPs that associate with AOM, replicate in the FHS, and have not been previously reported for their association with AOM. These include rs3094005 in MICB (earlier AOM), rs9447453 in COL12A1 (earlier AOM), rs72774935 located between genes SSBP2 and ATG10 (earlier AOM), rs13196892 located between genes TXNDC5 and MUTED (delayed AOM), rs114298934 located between genes FHL2 and NCK2 (earlier AOM), rs6467223 in TNPO3 (delayed AOM), rs9666274 and rs10766593 in NAV2 (earlier AOM), and rs7281846 in HSPA13 (earlier AOM).
Discussion of the genetic findings
Our analysis identified novel associations between AOM and variants of genes that have not been previously associated with this trait. The nine variants that replicated in the FHS, but have not been previously reported are rs3094005: MICB, rs13196892: TXNDC5 j MUTED, rs72774935: SSBP2 j ATG10, rs9447453: COL12A1, rs114298934: FHL2 j NCK2, rs6467223: TNPO3, rs9666274 and rs10766593: NAV2, and rs7281846: HSPA13. MICB is one of the major histocompatibility complex class I chain-related genes and has been shown to be associated with multiple health conditions, including lupus, 37 dengue shock syndrome, 38 some cancers, 39 and a recent study reported that estrogen upregulates MICB expression levels in lung cancer. 40 In addition to MICB, rs3094005 is a significant eQTL of multiple genes that include C4A, C4B, CCHCR1, CYP21A1P, FLOT1, NOTCH4, and PSORS1C1 across various tissue types. Genetic variations in MICB have been associated with susceptibility to cytomegalovirus. 41 There has been substantial interest in the role of cytomegalovirus (CMV) in premature aging and in longevity. 42 In addition, two SNPs (rs9666274 and rs10766593) that replicated in the FHS are located in NAV2. A recent study revealed that several genetic variants in NAV2 were associated with the risk and age at onset of Alzheimer's Disease. 43 For the remaining three SNPs, how functions of their nearby genes may influence premature or delayed AOM is not immediately clear. Changes of expression of COL12A1 in bone tissues have been associated with pre-and postmenopause status, 44 but we were unable to determine an association between rs9447453 and COL12A1 expression using GTEX.
We identified several previously unreported SNPs that replicated in Day et al dataset, 11 although they did not reach genome-wide significance. For example, the common variant of rs12448714 (meta-analysis HR ¼ 0.9, P ¼ 3.62 Â 10 À5 ) was subgenome-wide significant (P ¼ 6.70 Â 10 À7 ) in the Day et al data. 11 It is a significant eQTL of RP11-830F9.5 in left ventricle and the common homozygote genotype is associated with increased expression of the gene. The SNP is also an eQTL for TRAPPC2L in brain (cerebellum), and CBFA2T3 in skin and the uncommon allele (associated with earlier AOM) is associated with increased expression of these two genes. SNP rs1072218 is a significant eQTL of VIT in nerve (tibial), subcutaneous adipose, skeletal muscle, and transformed fibroblast cells. This gene is highly expressed in ovary tissue. Functional annotations with expression data from GTEX reveal rs6813104 is a significant eQTL of EVC in lung, rs6929983 is a significant eQTL of PEX6 in esophagus, and rs2272347 is a significant eQTL of IRF5 in multiple tissues.
The analysis identified multiple loci with robust associations that failed to replicate in the FHS and the GWAS of 
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AOM in Day et al. 11 Contrary to previously published results that focused on AOM in the general population, our analysis looked at AOM in a population enriched for longevity. Therefore, some novel associations may be specifically linked to healthy aging and longer survival. With this rationale, we were intrigued to see a cluster of association in proximity with the insulin-induced gene INSIG1 (Fig. 3) . This is an interesting gene because it is linked to insulin regulation, cholesterol metabolism, and lipogenesis all of which have been implicated in aging. 45 Variation in BMI and obesity are associated with AOM, 17, 46 and life expectancy and the association found here, if replicated, could suggest that a potential relation between AOM and longevity is related to fat metabolism.
The study has some limitations. The overall size of the aggregated studies is small. We recognize that our study was somewhat underpowered as there were just two cohorts in our discovery set. In contrast to previous GWAS of AOM, the goal of the present study was, however, to discover additional variants associated with AOM in participants enriched for longevity, and this criterion limited the number of cohorts that were included in the present study. AOM is retrospectively determined in both the discovery and replication studies and, ideally, the onset of menopause should be determined prospectively in the setting of a longitudinal study that follows people to extreme older age. We, however, do not see a reason for why there would be a consistent bias toward estimating AOM as premature or delayed in this study. As noted in Stolk et al, 8 most studies determine AOM retrospectively. When the authors in the cited paper tested for differences in the effect sizes of the 20 most significant SNPs using retrospectively versus prospectively collected AOM in the FHS, they did not find any significant differences, suggesting that self-reported AOM would not introduce any systematic bias. Moreover, in a large-scale meta-analysis of 33 studies, 11 the self-reported AOM (40-60 y of age) was used.
Although we focused on AOM, some would argue that the total length of reproductive age would be a more informative phenotype to study. 47 Obtaining an accurate age of menarche from women who experienced this many decades ago is fraught with inaccuracy. Our previous work and that of others have not noted an association between healthy aging or prolonged survival and earlier menarche (which would increase the total number of reproductive capable years). Furthermore, as we hypothesize that later menopause may be associated with slower aging and decreased risk for agingrelated diseases, we have focused on AOM.
FIG. 2.
Regional association plot on chromosome 6. The x-axis represents the genomic positions on chromosome 6 from $75.7 to 79.6 Mb, the y-axis on the left represents -log10 of the P values from the meta-analysis, and the y-axis on the right represent the recombination rate. The colors show the strength of the linkage disequilibrium between the most strongly associated single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) (rs11754089) and the SNPs studied.
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We noted a SNP associated with AOM that has previously been associated with body mass index and we would have liked to include BMI data in this study; however, BMI data were not available for when study participants experienced menopause; another reason why a prospective study that includes when participants experienced menopause would be preferable. Another limitation is the ages achieved by the participants; most of the oldest generation in the LLFS were in their 90s with a few achieving ages 100þ years old. Perhaps if the sample was more enriched for even older survival, stronger and additional associations might have been noted. Lastly, virtually all of the significant SNPs identified in the present study are located in the noncoding regions, making it difficult to understand the casual mechanism by which these variants affect AOM. Although this study provides new interesting findings, much more work needs to be done to infer functional effects of these genetic variants.
CONCLUSIONS
This work provides additional replication of associations between genetic variants in MCM8, UIMC1, ZNF346, BRSK1, and TMEM224 and AOM, and suggestive associations of new variants with AOM. The findings provide further evidence for genetic basis of AOM. In addition, the discovery of new variants in a study enriched of long-lived individuals suggests that there may be genetic mechanisms of AOM that are linked to human longevity. Replication of these findings in additional cohorts of individuals selected for longevity is needed.
